Marion Kennel Club Champ Show
Sunday 25th July 2004
Judge: Mrs H. Gross-Richardson (WA)

Grading: VERY PROMISING
1. 565 LEPPSDORF THERA 23/02/2004 L HUME
s. *VONPETA QUESTOR A-Z d. *SIEGERHEIMS ELKE A-Z
2. 564 KINGLAND ELI JONES 09/02/2004 B OWEN
s. *KINGLAND JOHN PAUL A-Z d. *DERINGOLSTA GEORGETTE A-Z
VP
3. 563 ADELORA DRAGON LORD 10/03/2004 D JOY
s. *CH ASTASIA HEICO A-Z H NEG d. *ADELORA ULTRA SEXY A-Z
566 VONPETA ZATS MY BOY 30/03/2004 J PIKE & P DAMARELL
s. *EISENLAND FERNANDO A-Z H NEG d. *CH EISENLAND B WITCHED A-Z

MINOR PUPPY DOG
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1. 569 REGALSHEP PETER PAN 17/11/2003 D MAYNE
s. *LEBERHINE IJAZ A-Z d. *REGALSHEP KIND A SWEET
8 months good size medium strong expressive youngster, good brown
eye. Stands with high wither, firm back, croup could be a tick longer, very
good angulations. Stands correct in front, exhibits good movement with
very good ground coverage.
2. 568 HILLTOP XAWA 17/01/2004 J HUXLEY/J & C TESTER
s. *NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGERLAND A-Z IMP GMY d. *HILLTOP
XADA A-Z
Good size, medium strong, expressive, well-angulated minor puppy dog.
Good head and expression good medium eye stands with good wither,
firm back, good croup, very good angulations. Stands correct in front.
Good movement.

PUPPY DOG
Grading: VERY PROMISING

1. 572 SAGENHAFT SPEKTRE 04/09/2003 J & C TESTER
s. *NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGERLAND A-Z IMP GMY d. *SAGENHAFT
WAR CRY A-Z
10 months. Strong and substantial, well coloured and pigmented puppy
dog, very good head and expression, dark eye. Stands with a high wither,
firm back, good croup, very good angulation of fore and hindquarter. Good
top and underline. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going.
Exhibits good ground coverage with free reach and effective drive.
2. 573 VONDOUSSA GUNS N ROSES 26/08/2003 A HUEPPAUFF & M
LLOYD
s. *NILSON V WILDSTEIGER LAND IMP GMY A-Z H NEG d.
GRUNDELHARDT WILD WITCH A-Z
11 Months A large, medium strong puppy dog of very good type, good
head and expression, medium eye. Stands with a high wither, firm back,
croup that could be a little longer, very good angulations although the
upper arm could be better angled still . Steps correct coming and going,
exhibits good movement.
3. 574 VONPETA XSASPERATION 06/10/2003 S & J HILLMAN
s. *EISENLAND EZY RIDER A-Z H NEG d. *CH VONPETA SHEEZA
MONA A-Z
9.5 months. A large strong puppy, with good head and expression, would
like to see the eye a little darker. Stands with a good wither, firm back,
croup could be a little longer. Very good angulations, where the upper arm
could be a little better angled still. Clean top and underline. Stands correct
in front, steps correct coming and going. Exhibits good movement where
the reach is a little restricted, very good hindquarter drive.

JUNIOR DOG
Grading: VERY GOOD
1. 577 TTINTAGEL CAMELOT 18/07/2003 J SEIDL/M ROBINSON
s. UNO VON DER URBECKE d. PENDRAGAN HURLY BURLY
12 months Above medium size, medium strong dog of very good type.
Good head and expression, medium eye. Stands with high wither, firm
back, good croup. very good fore and hindquarter angulation, good top
and underline. Stands correct in front. Steps correct coming and going.
Exhibits very good movement with very good reach and drive.
2. 575 BRUANGIE BONZA 05/06/2003 V CORLETT
s. *ADELORA WHISPERING JACK A-Z d. *BRUANGIE JEZZABELLE AZ
13 months. Above medium size, strong and substantial well coated dog of

very good type. Very good head and expression, would like to see the eye
a little darker. Stands with a high wither, firm back, good croup, which
could be a tick longer, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, clean
top and underline. Stands correct in front. Steps correct coming and going,
exhibits very good movement with a reach that could be a little freer still ,
and very good hindquarter drive.

576 STUNADEL SLIM SHADY 27/06/2003 A HUEPPAUFF & M LLOYD
s. *STUNADEL KINETIC A-Z H NEG d. * STUNADEL FIREWOMAN A-Z
12.5 months Above medium size, medium strong puppy dog of good type. Good
head and expression, the eye could be darker. Stands with good wither, firm
back, the croup is a little short and steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation, the upper arm should be better angled. Stands correct in front,
correct coming and going. Shows good movement whereby he falls slightly on
the forehand.

INTERMEDIATE DOG
Grading: VERY GOOD
1. 578 GILARISHA FAMOUS FONZIE 30/10/2002 I & R ARCHBOLD
s. *ALIMANDA JAK O DIAMONS A-Z CL 1 d. *GILARISHA BLANCHE A-Z
CL2
20 months Large, strong and substantial, masculine, expressive dog of
very good type. Very good head and expression with a medium eye, lovely
strong top and under jaw, good strength of fore face and skull. Stands with
a high wither, firm back, good croup. Very good angulation of fore and
hindquarter, very good top and underline, already well developed fore
chest. Stands correct in front. Steps correct coming and going with already
good firmness of hocks and elbows. Exhibits balanced movement with
free reach and powerful drive.
2. 579 GRUNDELHARDT BRANDTNER A-Z 07/06/2002 GRUNDELHARDT
KNLS
s. *NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGER LAND A-Z IMP GMY d.
*GRUNDELHARDT ORINOCOCO A-Z
25 months Well above medium size, medium strong dog of good type.
Very good head and expression, medium eye. Stands with good wither,
good croup, just a little steep, good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation, good top and underline. Stands still correct in front, steps
correct coming and going. Moves with good ground coverage where the
reach could be a little freer and the drive more pronounced. Should show
himself a little more self-assured.

3. 580 VONRAUTEN DAX A-Z 13/07/2002 VONRAUTEN KNLS
s. CH VONRAUTEN TANO A-Z H NEG d. REDHAUS CALLOUT A-Z
24 months Just above medium size strong well coated dog of very good
type. Very good head and expression good medium eye stands with a
high wither firm back good croup that could be a tick longer very good
angulation of the fore and hindquarter. Very good fore and underchest
development stands correct in front. Steps correct coming and going with
already good firmness of hocks and elbows. Exhibits good ground
coverage.

OPEN DOG
Grading:EXCELLENT
1. 583 *RHOSYN KRISKROSS A-Z H NEG 14/03/1999 RHOSYN KNLS
s. *IWAN VON LECHTAL A-Z IMP GMY d. *RHOSYN ASHANTI A-Z
5 years 3 months A very large, strong, substantial dog of excellent type.
Very good head and expression, good medium eye. Stands with high
wither, firm back, good croup that could be a tick longer. Very good fore
and hindquarter angulation, very good fore and underchest development.
Stand correct in front, steps correct coming and going. Exhibits very
balanced, far-reaching movement with effective drive.
2. 581 *ADELORA WHISPERING JACK A-Z 05/08/2001 L HUME/P & K
FLYNN/K & V CORLETT
s. *TROY VONDER NORISWAND IMP GMY A-Z d. *CH SIEGERHEIMS
BRIGITTE A-Z
Nearly 3 years A very large, strong and substantial dog of excellent type.
Very good head and expression, lovely masculine head. Stands with a
high wither, firm back, good croup just slightly steep, very good fore and
hindquarter angulations. Correct in front he steps correct coming and
going with good firmness of hocks and elbows. Exhibits very good
movement with very good reach and powerful drive.
3. 584 *CH ARKAHLA GONZO A-Z H NEG CD ET 20/08/2000 W & J
O'LOUGHLIN
s. *CH ARKAHLA ASTRODOME A-Z CD ET JD d. *ARKAHLA
FOREFFSAKE A Z
3 ¾ years Above medium size, medium strong, substantial dog of very
good type. Very good masculine head and expression, good medium eye.
Stands with good wither, firm back, good croup, very good angulations of
the fore and hindquarter where the upper arm could be a little longer still.
Stands correct in front, good fore and under chest development. Steps
correct coming and going, shows very good movement

4. 585 *CH TAURORN JAZZMAN CD AD A-Z H NEG 04/09/2000 B
FIELDER
s. *CH ARKAHLA ASTRODOME d. *DELAFORCE COOL RUNNINGS
31/2 years Large, medium strong, substantial dog with very good head
and expression, good medium eye. Stands with high wither, firm back, the
croup could be a tick longer. Very good angulations, good fore and
underchest development. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming
and going. Exhibits good movement where the drive is more effective than
the reach
5. 582 *KRONIKA BAD BOLL A-Z H NEG 11/02/2001 M HUGHES
s. *XIRO VOM PETERSWEG A-Z H NEG IMP GMY d.
*POLKAOBENECK OSSA KOSSA A-Z
3 years 5 months A large, strong, substantial dog of very good type.
Strong masculine head, very good expression, eye could be darker.
Stands with a high wither, firm back, good croup that could just be a tick
longer. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, good fore and
underchest development. Stands correct in front. Steps correct coming
and going with good firmness of hocks and elbows. Exhibits very good
movement.

CHALLENGE DOG
*RHOSYN KRISKROSS A-Z H NEG

RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG
*ADELORA WHISPERING JACK A-Z

BABY PUPPY BITCH
Grading: Very Promising
1. 586 ADELORA DINA 10/03/2004 ADELORA KNLS
s. *ASTASIA HEICO A-Z H NEG d. * ADELORA ULTRA SEXY A-Z
2. 587 GRUNDELHARDT ENYA 25/02/2004 GRUNDELHARDT KNLS
s. * NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGER LAND A-A IMP GMY d. *
GRUNDELHARDT ORRINOCOCO A-Z
3. 588 LEPPSDORF THALIA 23/02/2004 L HUME
s. *VONPETA QUESTOR A-Z d. *SIEGERHEIMS ELKE A-Z
Grading: Promising
4. 593 VONRAUTEN WILD MAGIC 17/02/2004 VONRAUTEN KNLS
s. *LEBERHINE IJAZ A-Z H NEG d. *VONRAUTEN DAN IKA A-Z

591 SHEPHERD HILL ARIA 09/04/2004 SHEPHERD HILL KNLS
s. *GRANTARO GERO A-Z BCL1 d. SHEPHARD HILL GO FORGLORY A-Z

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1. 596 REGALSHEP PRINCESS FIONA 17/11/2003 D MAYNE
s. *LEBERHINE IJAZ A-Z d. *REGALSHEP KIND A SWEET
8 months Medium size, medium strong, well coated, coloured and
pigmented bitch of very good type. Very good feminine head and
expression, good brown eye. Stands with a high with, firm back, and good
croup that could be a tick longer. She already shows good fore and
underchest development. Stands correct in front and exhibits very good
movement.
2. 595 HILLTOP XANI 17/01/2004 J HUXLEY/J & C TESTER
s. *NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGERLAND A-Z IMP GMY d. *HILLTOP
XADA A-Z
6 months. Medium size, medium strong, feminine, expressive bitch of very
good type with medium eye. Stands with a good wither, firm back and
good croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, where the upper
arm could be a little longer. Stands correct in front. Steps correct coming
and going with already good firmness and she exhibits good movement
3. 594 BRUANGIE CHINA DOLL 03/12/2003 V CORLETT
s. *ADELORA WHISPERING JACK A-Z d. *BRUANGIE TITIAN GOLD AZ
7 months Above medium size, medium strong, feminine, expressive bitch
of good type. Stands with good wither, firm back, good croup that could be
slightly longer. Good angulation of forequarter, and very good hindquarter
angulation. The upper arm could be a little longer and better angled.
Stands correct in front, exhibits good movement with a drive that could be
a little more effective.
4. 597 VOM KOGELBERG BARONESS 13/01/2004 J SEIDL/J DELUCIA
s. *LASSO VON DER WATERKANT d. BACCARA STERLING BIRD
6 months Above medium size, strong, substantial, well coated bitch of
very good type. Feminine head and expression, medium eye. Stands with
a level wither, firm back, croup could be a bit longer. Good fore and very
good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm could be a little longer. Stands
correct in front. Steps correct coming and going with already good
firmness of elbows and hocks. Shows very good movement.

PUPPY BITCH
Grading: VERY PROMISING

600 REGALSHEP QUIET ACHEIVER 25/11/2003 D MAYNE
s. *RHOSYN ICE LORD A-Z d. & REGALSHEP JUST WITCHERY A-Z
8 months Large, strong, substantial, beautifully coated coloured and pigmented
bitch of very good type. Very good strong feminine head and expression. Stands
with a high wither, firm back, good croup, very good angulation of the fore and
hindquarter. Very pleasing top and underline. stands correct in front. Steps
correct coming and going with good firmness of hock and elbows, exhibits
effortless movement with very good reach and effective drive.
601 RHOSYN CHOCOLATE SPLASH 26/10/2003 RHOSYN KENNELS
s. *STOBAR PEETE A-Z d. * RHOSYN VITAL SPLASH
9 months Medium size, medium strong, well coated bitch with very good head
and expression, good medium eye. Stands with a high wither, firm back, the
croup is just a little steep. Good fore quarter and very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front, pleasing top and underline. Stepping correct
coming and going, she exhibits very good ground coverage.
606 SIEGERHEIMS KAYLA 14/08/2003 L HUME/P & K FLYNN
s. *NILSON V WILDSTEIGER LAND A-Z H NEG d. *SEIGERHEIMS ELKE A-Z
Almost 12 months. A large, well coated and coloured strong bitch of very good
type. Feminine head and expression, just medium eye. Stands with high wither,
firm back, slightly steep croup. good fore quarter and very good hindquarter
angulation. The upper could be better angled. Very good top and underline.
Stands correct in front, steps correct with hocks still to firm. Exhibits very
dynamic far-reaching movement.
603 SAGENHAFT DUBL O SEVEN 04/09/2003 LEBERHINE KNLS
s. *NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGER LAND A-Z IMP GMY d. *SAGENHAFT WAR
CRY A-Z
10 months Large, strong, substantial, well coated bitch of very good type. Very
good head and expression, good brown eye. Stands with high wither, firm back,
good croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation although the upper arm
could be a little better angled. Very pleasing top and underline. Stands correct in
front. Steps correct coming and going with already good firmness of elbows and
hocks. Exhibits very good movement where the drive is very effective and the
reach could be a little freer still.
604 SAGENHAFT EXOCET 21/08/2003 S & V CROZIER
s. SING CH NITRO VON TRONJE IMP SING d. SAGENHAFT S BRINDABELLA
11 months Well above medium size, strong and substantial, well coated bitch of
very good type with very good head and feminine expression, medium eye.
Stands with high wither, firm back, good croup, very good fore and hindquarter
angulation. Very good fore and under chest development. Stands correct in front,
steps correct coming and going with hocks still to firm. Shows very good
movement

605 SAGENHAFT MONEYPENNY 04/09/2003 I & M COOKE / C & J TESTER
s. *NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGERLAND GMY A Z H-NEG d. *SAGENHAFT WAR
CRY A-Z
10 months Large, medium strong, well-coloured and coated feminine bitch of
very good type. Very good head and expression, good brown eye. Stands with
high wither, firm back, good croup just a little steep. She has very good
angulations, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, shows good
movement with very good drive and good reach.
607 VONDOUSSA GEORGIE GIRL 26/08/2003 A HUEPPAUFF & M LLOYD
s. *NILSON V WILDSTEIGER LAND A-Z H NEG d. GRUNDELHARDT WILD
WITCH A-Z
11 months Large, medium strong, expressive feminine bitch of good type, just
medium eye. She stands with high wither, firm back, short steep croup. Good
forequarter where the upper arm should be better-angled, good hindquarters
good fore and underchest development. Stands correct in front, steps correct
coming and going, exhibits very good ground coverage with good reach and
effective drive.
Grading: PROMISING
599 DARKNIGHT LAYLA 26/10/2003 DARKNIGHT KNLS
s. * EIGENSHAFT HEARTBREAKER A-Z d. * ADELORA SASHA A-Z
8.5 months. Medium size, medium strong, feminine Puppy Bitch. Good head and
expression, medium eye. Stands with level wither, firm back, the croup could be
a little longer and better angled. Good forequarter angulation where the upper
arm could be a little longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation.
Stands correct in front. Steps correct coming and going, shows good balanced
movement.

JUNIOR BITCH
Grading: VERY GOOD
1. 609 BRUANGIE AZTEC PRINCESS 15/05/2003 V CORLETT/J DELUCIA
s. *HAGENSTOLZ EL EGO A-Z H NEG d. *BRUANGIE PENNY ROYALE
A-Z
14 months. A well above medium size, strong and substantial bitch of very
good type. Strong feminine head, good brown eye. High withers, firm
back, the croup is slightly steep. Very good angulation of the fore and
hindquarter although the upper arm could be better angled still. Good fore
and underchest development. Stands correct in front, steps correct
coming and going with good overall firmness.
She exhibits very good movement
2. 610 TREYSHUTZ TRICK N TREAT A-Z 23/03/2003 L HUME/R & M
BUDARICK

s. *NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGER LAND IMP GMY A-Z H NEG d. *
RHOSYN KISS N TELL A-Z
16 months Well above medium size, medium strong, dry bitch of very
good type with very good head and expression, good medium eye. Stands
with high withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup. The upper
arm could be better angledl, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands still
correct in front. Steps correct coming and going with good firmness of
hocks and elbows. Exhibits zestful movement where the drive is more
effective than the reach.
3. 611 TREYSHUTZ TROUBLENSTRIFE A-Z 23/03/2003 R & M
BUDARICK
s. *NILSON VOM WILDSTEIGERLAND IMP GMY A-Z d. *RHOSYN KISS
N TELL A-Z
16 months Above medium size, strong, substantial bitch of very good type.
Very feminine head and expression, good brown eyes. Stands with high
wither, firm back, good croup just slightly steep. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation, very good top and underline. Stands correct in
front, steps correct coming and going. She exhibited very good ground
coverage although slightly falling on the forehand.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH
Grading: Very Good
612 REGALSHEP NICE N EASY 22/08/2002 D MAYNE
s. *CH LEITUNGEN PRINCE ROWDY A-Z d. *REGALSHEP DESTINY A-Z
22 months. Large, strong and substantial bitch of very good type. Strong
feminine head, good brown eye. Stands with a high wither, firm back, croup
slightly short and steep. She has a good forequarter, but the upper arm could be
little better angled; very good hindquarter angulation. Very good forechest
development very good top and underline. Stands still correct in front. Already
exhibits good firmness and moved with good ground coverage, the drive more
effective that the reach.

OPEN BITCH
Grading: EXCELLENT
1. 615 *ADELORA ZENA A-Z CL 1 13/06/2002 S PITTELLI
s. * CH DENARGUN BROWNED OFF A-Z H NEG d. ADELORA REMY
2 years 1 month A large, strong and substantial, well-coloured and coated
feminine bitch of excellent type. Lovely strong feminine head, beautiful
dark eye. Stands with a high wither, firm back, good croup, very good
angulations of fore and hindquarter, beautiful broad thighs. Very pleasing
top and underline, good fore and underchest development. Stands correct
in front, steps correct coming and going with very good firmness of elbows

and hocks. She exhibits very good ground-covering movement with
powerful drive and very good reach.
2. 618 *RHOSYN VITAL SPLASH A-Z 09/09/2001 RHOSYN KNLS
s. *RHOSYN KRISKROSS A-Z H NEG d. *RHOSYN CHICAGO HOPE AZ
2 years and 10 months A well above medium size, medium strong, feminie
bitch of very good type with very good head and expression; lovely dark
eye. She stands with high wither, firm back, good croup that is just slightly
steep. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation where the upper could
be a little better angled. Slightly soft in pasterns, very good fore and
underchest development. Pleasing top and underline. Correct in front.
Steps correct coming and going with good overall firmness. Moves with
very good reach and powerful drive.
3. 620 CH *SHEPROSE HOLLYANNE AZ 21/09/1999 B OWEN
s. *CH LEITUNGEN PRINCE ROWDY A-Z d. DARKANA TIFFANY A-Z
CDX
4.5 years A well above medium size, strong and substantial bitch of very
good type. She has a very good head and expression, lovely brown eye.
Stands with high wither, firm back, good croup that could be a tick longer.
Very good angulation of the fore and hindquarter, very good fore and
underchest development, pleasing topline. Stands correct in front, correct
coming and going; she exhibits dynamic balanced movement with very
good ground coverage.
4. 622 129 *VONPETA U IDIOT A-Z 19/07/2002 J PIKE & P DAMARELL
s. *CH DENARGUN BROWNED OFF A-Z H NEG CL 1 d. *CH
EISENLAND B WITCHED A-Z CL 1
2 years Double p1 upper right An above medium size, medium strong and
substantial, well coated dry and firm bitch of excellent type. Very good
feminine head and expression, lovely dark eye. Stands with high wither,
firm back, good croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, stands
correct in front. Very good fore and slightly short underchest. Very good
movement with very good reach and drive.
5. 617 *HAGENSTOLZ DINKUM DICE A-Z 04/01/2001 P SMITH
s. *TROY VAN DER NORISWAND A-Z H NEG d. *HAGENSTOLZ ZENA
A-Z
3 ½ years Well above medium size, strong, substantial bitch of very good
type with feminine head and expression. She stands with high wither, firm
back, good croup. Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter,
good fore and underchest development. Stands correct in front, steps
correct coming and going with hocks and elbows still to attain final
firmness. She exhibits very good movement and ground coverage.
6. 625 *CH VONPETA TAYKALL BY STORM A-Z 25/01/2002 J PIKE & P
DAMARELL

s. *VONPETA QUESTOR A-Z H NEG CL 1 d. *EISENLAND B WITCHED
A-Z CL 1
3.5 years A medium size, strong and substantial, typey and expressive
bitch with very good feminine head and pleasing dark eye. Stands with
high withers, slight nick behind, firm back good croup. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation where the upper arm could be a little longer still,
very good top and underline. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming
and going with good overall firmness. Exhibits very good movement with
effective ground coverage.
7. 623 *CH DENARGUN KISSIN COUSIN A-Z 28/01/1998 MRS JE
BRABHAM
s. * DENARGUN FANDANGO A-Z d. * DENARGUN TOMFOOLERY A-Z
6.5 years Medium size, strong and substantial bitch of very good type.
Strong feminine head, just medium eye. Stands with a level wither, firm
back, good croup that is slightly steep. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulation, pronounced forechest development. Stands correct in front,
moves correct coming and going, hocks still to attain final firmness.
Exhibits very good ground covering movement.
8. 619 *RHOSYN XTRA SPECIAL 17/07/2002 T SCHOEMAKER
s. *X-IOAVAX C S IMP SING AZ NEG d. *RHOSYN GINZANO AZ
2 years Well above medium size, strong and substantial feminie bitch of
very good type. Very good head and expression, the eye should be
darker. She stands with high wither, firm back, good croup. Very good fore
and hindquarter angulation, good breadth of thigh. Stands correct in front.
Steps correct coming and going with good firmness. Exhibits very good
movement with the drive more effective than the reach.
9. 616 *FLICONA KOKOMO A-Z CL 1 06/09/1998 SHEPHERD HILL KNLS
s. CH GIGOLO VON DER NORISWAND SCH H111 (IMP GMY) d. CH
ASTASIA YANA A-Z
5.5 years. Well above medium size, strong and substantial, well coated
bitch of very good type. Very good strong feminie head, lovely brown eye.
Stands with high wither, firm back, good croup just slightly steep. Very
good fore and hindquarter angulation, very pleasing top and underline.
She stands correct in front, steps correct going, toes in slightly coming and
exhibits very expansive ground-covering movement.
Grading: VERY GOOD
10. 614 * ADELORA SASHA A-Z 08/11/2000 DARKNIGHT KNLS
s. * ADELORA MARCUS A-Z d. * ADELORA NIKITTA A-Z
3 years Above medium size, medium strong, substantial bitch of very good
type. Lovely strong feminine head and expression, good brown eye. High
wither, firm back, the croup is just slightly steep. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations, the upper arm could be a little longer and better

angled. Good fore and underchest development. Stands correct in front,
steps correct coming and going with good overall firmness. Exhibits
expansive well balanced movement.
11. 621 *STUNADEL FIREWOMAN A-Z 11/09/1999 A HUEPPAUFF& M
LLOYD
s. *QUATORZE KATHMANDU A-Z d. * CH STUNADEL ACES HIGH A-Z
4.75 years. A very large, strong and substantial, expressive bitch of very
good type. Very good feminine head and expression, good brown eye.
Stands with good wither, firm back, good croup just slightly steep. Very
good fore and hindquarter angulations although the long upper arm could
be better angled. Good fore and underchest development. Good top and
underline. Stands not quite correct in front, steps correct going exhibits
good movement where a nick behind the wither becomes apparent.
12. 624 GILARISHA CORKA C1 A-Z 12/09/2001 I & R ARCHIBOLD & T
TILLEY
s. CH LEITUNGEN PRINCE ROWDY d. ALIMANDA GILA
34 months A large strong and substantial bitch of very good type. Good
head and expression, good brown eye. Stands with a high wither, firm
back, slightly steep croup. Good angulation of the forequarter where the
upper arm should be better angled, very good angulation of the
hindquarter. Stands still correct in front, pasterns are a little soft. Good
fore and underchest development. Steps correct coming and going with
good overall firmness; exhibits very good movement, free reach and
powerful drive.

CHALLENGE BITCH
*ADELORA ZENA A-Z CL1

RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH
*RHOSYN VITAL SPLASH A-Z

BEST OF BREED
*ADELORA ZENA A-Z CL1

RUNNER UP BEST OF BREED
*RHOSYN KRISKROSS A-Z H NEG

